Compact Track Loaders
More Digging and Pushing Power by Design - This model features radial-lift boom geometry,
with the boom connected directly to the frame for outstanding pushing and excavating power.
Maximum reach is achieved at roughly eye level during operation, making it ideal for loading
and unloading flatbed trucks and trailers.
A Stable Ride and Plenty of Traction - Dozer-style undercarriage allows 200 Series compact
track loaders to take command in muddy or sandy terrain, as well as on slopes. The simple,
rigid-track frame offers greater durability and easier maintenance compared to suspension-track
systems.
Superior Comfort - New Holland knows a comfortable operator is more productive.
That’s why New Holland designed a cab with superior comfort and convenience and
incorporates it into every 200 Series skid steer and compact track loader model.
No matter which model you choose, you get a cab that’s one of the widest in the industry, with
more head room and shoulder room and joystick controls that come naturally to your fingertips.
Unmatched Visibility - Visibility is a significant advantage when you choose a New Holland
compact track loader.
A low threshold to the front, a large rear window, large screen openings to the side and a seethrough area on the cab roof assure you have a clear view in all directions.
Maintenance Made Easy-Unrivaled Access - When service is easy, it’s more likely to get
done, so you can reach all daily maintenance checkpoints by opening the rear hood and door.
The convenient New Holland flip-top cab allows you to tilt the entire cab assembly forward, if
necessary, for complete access to your machine components.
Easy Hydraulic Hook-Up - Connect under pressure (CUP) hydraulic fittings are standard
equipment for simple hydraulic hook-up of attachments. By pushing on the fitting, you release
hydraulic line pressure in both machine and attachment.
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